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DISCLAIMER AND OTHER MATTERS 
SAFE HARBOR: Some statements contained in this presentation are forward-looking statements or forward-looking information (collectively, “forward-looking
statements”) within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and applicable Canadian securities laws. Investors are cautioned that forward-
looking statements are inherently uncertain and involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially. Such statements include comments
regarding: average cash operating costs per ounce over the life of mine and timing for achieving such costs; capital savings identified in the Prestea Underground studies;
reductions in mine operating expenses for the remainder of 2015; the Company being fully financed for development at a reduced cost of capital; the rise in total costs,
improved efficiencies that reduce unit and per ounce costs; Wassa recovery, grade forecasts, and Bogoso/Prestea and cash operating costs over the remainder 2015; the
improvement in the Company’s cost profile once the underground mines are in production; the benefits of the stream and loan transaction; Golden Star transforming into a
non-refractory miner with a declining cash cost profile; the timing for the development of and first production and commercial production from the underground mines; the
resource potential from drilling at Wassa and the F shoot development; plans for deeper drilling at Prestea Underground to increase daily tonnage and expand the mineral
resource; the improvement in mining and processing operations and staffing optimization on operating costs and G&A, including the import of the suspension of refractory
operations on operating cost; and the timing of the Prestea feasibility study. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially include timing of and unexpected
events at the Bogoso and/or the Wassa processing plants; variations in ore grade, tonnes mined, crushed or milled; delay or failure to receive board or government
approvals and permits; construction delays; the availability and cost of electrical power; timing and availability of external financing on acceptable terms or at all;
technical, permitting, mining or processing issues, including difficulties in establishing the infrastructure for Wassa Underground, inconsistent power supplies, plant and/or
equipment failures and an inability to obtain supplies and materials on reasonable terms (including pricing) or at all; changes in U.S. and Canadian securities markets; and
fluctuations in gold price and input costs and general economic conditions. There can be no assurance that future developments affecting the Company will be those
anticipated by management. Please refer to the discussion of these and other factors in our Annual Information Form for the year ended December 31, 2014 filed on
SEDAR at www.sedar.com. The forecasts contained in this presentation constitute management's current estimates, as of the date of this presentation, with respect to the
matters covered thereby. We expect that these estimates will change as new information is received and that actual results will vary from these estimates, possibly by
material amounts. While we may elect to update these estimates at any time, we do not undertake to update any estimate at any particular time or in response to any
particular event. Investors and others should not assume that any forecasts in this presentation represent management's estimate as of any date other than the date of
this presentation.

NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES: In this presentation, we use the terms "cash operating cost per ounce" or “CoC per ounce” and "all-in sustaining cost per ounce“ or
“AISC per ounce”. These terms should be considered as Non-GAAP Financial Measures as defined in applicable Canadian and United States securities laws and should not
be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. "Cash operating cost
per ounce" for a period is equal to the cost of sales excluding depreciation and amortization for the period less royalties and production taxes, minus the cash component
of metals inventory net realizable value adjustments and severance charges divided by the number of ounces of gold sold during the period. "All-in sustaining costs per
ounce" commences with cash operating costs and then adds sustaining capital expenditures, corporate general and administrative costs, mine site exploratory drilling and
greenfield evaluation costs and environmental rehabilitation costs, divided by the number of ounces of gold sold during the period. This measure seeks to represent the
total costs of producing gold from operations. These measures are not representative of all cash expenditures as they do not include income tax payments or interest
costs. These measures are not necessarily indicative of operating profit or cash flow from operations as would be determined under International Financial Reporting
Standards. Changes in numerous factors including, but not limited to, mining rates, milling rates, gold grade, gold recovery, and the costs of labor, consumables and mine
site general and administrative activities can cause these measures to increase or decrease. We believe that these measures are the same or similar to the measures of
other gold mining companies, but may not be comparable to similarly titled measures in every instance. In order to indicate to stakeholders the Company's earnings
excluding the non-cash (gain)/loss on the fair value of debentures, non-cash impairment charges and severance charges, the Company calculates adjusted net loss
attributable to Golden Star shareholders" and "adjusted net loss per share attributable to Golden Star shareholders" to supplement the condensed interim consolidated
financial statements.

INFORMATION: The information contained in this presentation has been obtained by Golden Star from its own records and from other sources deemed reliable, however
no representation or warranty is made as to its accuracy or completeness. The technical information relating to Golden Star's material properties disclosed herein is based
upon technical reports prepared and filed pursuant to National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects ("NI 43-101") and other publicly available
information regarding the Company, including the following: (i) “NI 43-101 Technical Report on a Feasibility Study of the Wassa Open Pit Mine and Underground Project in
Ghana” effective December 31, 2014; (ii) “NI 43-101 Technical Report on Resources and Reserves, Golden Star Resources Ltd., Bogoso Prestea Gold Mine, Ghana”
effective December 31, 2013, and (iii) “NI 43-101 Technical Report on Preliminary Economic Assessment of Shrinkage Mining of the West Reef Resource, Prestea
Underground Mine, Ghana” effective December 18, 2014. Additional information is included in Golden Star's Annual Information Form for the year ended December 31,
2014 which is filed on SEDAR. Mineral Reserves were prepared under the supervision of Dr. Martin Raffield, Senior Vice President Technical Services for the Company. Dr.
Raffield is a "Qualified Person" as defined by NI 43-101. The Qualified Person reviewing and validating the estimation of the Mineral Resources is S. Mitchel Wasel, Golden
Star Resources Vice President of Exploration.

CURRENCY: All monetary amounts refer to United States dollars unless otherwise indicated.2 Q3 2015 Financial Results
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Q3 2015 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
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MINING DEVELOPMENT OPTIMISATION 

Prestea Open Pits 

MINING 
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Wassa Underground decline 

development ACHIEVED
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High cost 

REFRACTORY 
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Wassa processing 
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Prestea Underground 
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Operational 
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INCREASE RESOURCE 
ESTIMATE at Wassa
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IMPROVED with 

$150M funding 
agreement closed
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Q3 2015 vs. Q2 2015 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
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— Revenue declined 14% to $56.5M

— Suspension of refractory operations at Bogoso reduced total ounces 
sold 

— Continued decline in gold price

— Total gold produced and sold for the quarter was 51,898 ounces

— Cost of sales before depreciation and amortization decreased 
30% to $55.2M 

— Cash operating costs decreased to $988 per ounce from $1,113 
per ounce in prior quarter

— $75M of $150M received from Royal Gold, $39M Ecobank I loan 
retired

— Quarter end cash balance of $27.7M

1. See note on slide 2 regarding Non-GAAP Financial Measures
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— Mine operating expenses continue to decrease

— Wassa costs reduced from $24.4M to $23.4M, quarter on quarter

— Bogoso/Prestea costs reduced from $35.8 to $31.0M, quarter on 
quarter

— Cash operating costs continue to improve  

COSTS AND EXPENSES CONTINUE TRACKING DOWNWARDS
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Mine Operating Expenses ($ M) Cash Operating Costs per Ounce1 ($)
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1. See note on slide 2 regarding Non-GAAP Financial Measures



WASSA Q3 2015 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
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Q3 2015 Q2 2015

Ore mined kt 728 754 In line with expectations

Waste mined kt 2,658 2,688 Strip ratio of 3.7:1 as expected

Ore processed kt 635 609 Wassa mill operating as planned

Grade processed g/t 1.51 1.36 Grade up 11%

Recovery % 92.9 94.1 In line with expectations

Gold sales oz 28,848 24,829 16% increase



WASSA COSTS CONTINUE TO DECREASE

Cash operating cost per oz1

— Higher grade ore 
and increased mill 
throughput 

— Increased operating 
efficiencies reduced 
costs

8

1. See note on slide 2 regarding Non-GAAP Financial Measures 
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BOGOSO/PRESTEA Q3 2015 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
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Q3 2015 Q2 2015

Total gold sold oz 23,050 30,303

Total ore mined kt 240 428

Waste mined kt 606 664

Non-refractory

Ore mined non-refractory kt 179 - Prestea Open Pits mining commenced

Non-refractory ore processed kt 289 380 Tailings retreatment ceased during the quarter

Non-refractory grade g/t 1.35 0.87 Grade expected to reach >2 g/t in Q4 2015

Gold recovery - non-refractory % 68.0 43.7 Expected recovery >80% going forward

Gold sold non-refractory oz 7,402 4,601

Refractory (suspended September 2015)

Ore mined refractory kt 61 428 Mining terminated in July

Refractory ore processed kt 435 514 Processing continued to September 

Refractory ore grade g/t 1.66 2.06

Gold recovery – refractory % 60.4 68.1

Gold sold refractory oz 15,648 25,702



PRESTEA OPEN PITS MINING COMMENCED
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— Mining of the oxide pits south of Prestea started in August 2015

— Providing 3,000+ tonnes per day to the plant

— Grade mined is expected to improve in the fourth quarter to >2 g/t

— Plant average head grade increased from 0.87 to 1.35 g/t Au

— Gold production from the plant increased from 4,601 ounces to 
7,402 ounces during the quarter and the plant is expected to 
produce 20,000-25,000 ounces in 2015
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS ON TRACK TO DELIVER
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— Wassa decline started in July and achieved 382 meters to date

— Expected to complete approximately 950 meters by year end

— On schedule to access the F Shoot zone in the first quarter of 2016

— Expected to produce first ore in Q2 2016

— Prestea Underground project underway as of early September 

— Upgrade of Central Shaft progressing on schedule

— Expected first ore production in Q1 2017

— Development projects funded with $150M agreement with Royal Gold closed

— $75M funding received to date

— $39M Ecobank I loan repaid; $15M Ecobank II drawn
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Golden Star October 201512

—Permits and finance secured

—Senior management team located on site

—First blast of decline in July 2015, 382 meters 
of decline advance to date

—Construction of support infrastructure nearing 
completion 

—$15M spent to date, further $6M expected in 
2015

—First production expected Q2 2016

WASSA UNDERGROUND PROGRESSING TO SCHEDULE
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M&I Resource  
~ 1M oz

Inferred Resource   
~ 1M oz

— Last step out drilling to the south intersected the projected zone which remains open down plunge

— Every 200m step out drill fence has potential to add 500k oz of Inferred Mineral Resource; 
geophysical and geochemical studies indicate trend continues 6 km south of the last step out fence

— Targeting zones close to existing infrastructure - deeper drilling will be conducted south of the 
known high grade mineralization

— F Shoot identified - expected to develop parallel to B Shoot 

WASSA RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

BSDD315M 70m 
@ 5.9 g/t Au

13

F Shoot

B Shoot



PRESTEA UNDERGROUND REHABILITATION MOVING AHEAD

— Underground Feasibility Study progressed, results 
expected to be published by the end of 2015

— Opportunities for capital efficiency

— All mining rehabilitation works are on schedule for 
completion in the first quarter of 2016

— Mechanical and electrical work is planned to be 
completed by the third quarter of 2016 

— Stoping is expected to start in early 2017, ramping 
up to 500 tonnes per day by the end of that year



PRESTEA RESOURCES
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Main Reef Foot Wall
(MR FW)

West Reef
(WR)

Prestea 
Open Pits 

— Exploration strategy aimed at increasing daily tonnage

— Drilling expected to expand Mineral Resource - conversion and up/down plunge 
extension of the West Reef orebody 

— Significant Main Reef upside at depth below the current workings in West Reef



Commercial 
production 
levels reached 
underground

Construction 
of exploration 
decline 
commences

First 
stopes 
reached 

TIMELINE TO DELIVERY
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* Development of projects dependent on positive study results

WASSA

PRESTEA*

Q1’16

First 
production 
from 
underground

First 
production 
from Prestea 
South 

Q4’15Q3’15

General 
infrastructure 
refurbishment 
and stope 
development

Q1’16 – Q3’16

First production 
from 
underground 
stopes

Q1’17

Q3’15 Q2’16 Q1’17

PEA on 
underground 
mining at 
Wassa 
complete

Establish 
Wassa 
Main pit


Updated 
Mineral 
Resource 
estimate for 
Wassa

Q3’14Q2’14

Revised PEA 
for Prestea 
Underground





Q3’14Q2’14





Underground 
Feasibility 
Study 
completed



Q2’15

Finance 
raised for 
Wassa 
development 





REDUCING COMPLEXITY, MEETING CHALLENGES 

1. Continued reduction in cash operating costs

— Ongoing improvements in mining and processing operations 
are expected to contribute to lower operating costs

— Further staffing optimization is expected to lower G&A costs

2. Reduction of “noise” associated with refractory business line

— With the suspension of the refractory operations, 
Bogoso/Prestea is a less complex operation

3. Liquidity improved 

— Both underground projects funded
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Investment Case

Established gold mining company with 

15 years of production history in Ghana

Successfully reduced overall operating 

costs over last two years 

Funded projects to deliver low cost 

ounces through 2026

Largest land package on the Ashanti 

Gold belt 

Low political risk in a stable African 

mining jurisdiction

Significant exploration & development 

upside

Offers investors leveraged, un-hedged 

exposure to the gold price


